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This Brief Communication investigates laminar Craya–Curtet flows, formed when a jet with
moderately large Reynolds number discharges into a coaxial ducted flow of much larger radius. It
is seen that the Craya–Curtet number,C5(Jc /Jj )

1/2, defined as the square root of the ratio of the
momentum flux of the coflowing stream to that of the central jet, arises as the single governing
parameter when the boundary-layer approximation is used to describe the resulting steady slender
jet. The numerical integrations show that forC above a critical valueCc the resulting streamlines
remain aligned with the axis, while forC,Cc the entrainment demands of the jet cannot be satisfied
by the coflow, and a toroidal recirculation region forms. The critical Craya–Curtet number is
determined for both uniform and parabolic coflow, yieldingCc50.65 andCc50.77, respectively.
The streamlines determined numerically are compared with those obtained experimentally by flow
visualizations, yielding good agreement in the resulting flow structure and also in the value of
Cc . © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1629300#

Confined jet flows are of interest for many practical en-
gineering applications. The configuration shown in Fig. 1, in
which an axisymmetric jet of radius«a, with «!1, dis-
charges into a coaxial ducted stream of radiusa, is relevant
in particular to ejector systems and combustion chambers.
Most of the previous works have been devoted to the case of
turbulent flows, corresponding to the high-Reynolds-number
jets most often encountered in applications. Of particular rel-
evance are the pioneering experimental and theoretical
analyses of Craya and Curtet1 and Curtet,2 which addressed
as a central issue the emergence of regions of reverse flow
near the confining wall when sufficiently weak coflow is
present. A dimensionless parameter based on similarity con-
siderations was proposed to characterize the resulting flow,
similar to that previously proposed by Thring and Newby in
their study of turbulent, coflow diffusion flames,3 for which
the recirculating flow provides a key stabilizing mechanism.
For the case of uniform coflow investigated by Craya and
Curtet, their parameter reduces toC5(Jc /Jj )

1/2 in the limit
«→0 of small inner jet radius, whereJc andJj represent the
momentum fluxes of the coflow and of the jet, respectively. A
detailed account of experimental results, theoretical analyses
and approximate integral solutions for turbulent Craya–
Curtet jets can be found in Ref. 4.

Unlike the above mentioned studies, we address here the
laminar flow arising for values of the jet Reynolds number
Rj5@Jj /(pr)#1/2/n@1 below a certain critical value, when
the resulting symmetric solution remains steady, giving a

slender jet of characteristic lengthRj a that can be described
with relative errors of orderRj

22 with the boundary-layer
~BL! approximation. The same incompressible fluid of den-
sity r and kinematic viscosityn is assumed to be present in
both streams. In the analysis, the ratio of the inner to the
outer radii« will be assumed to be very small, as done in
Ref. 5 for the confined jet with no coflow, and the momen-
tum flux of the coflowJc will be assumed to be comparable
to that of the jet, i.e., Craya–Curtet numbersC5(Jc /Jj )

1/2

of order unity, the latter being the appropriate distinguished
limit for studying the emergence of reverse flow. Although
much research has been done on confined laminar jets~see,
e.g., the literature review given in Ref. 5!, the study of co-
flow laminar jets in this limit has not been attempted in the
past. As shown below, the use of the BL approximation pro-
vides a simple way to evaluate, for the moderately large
values ofRj typical of many small-scale flow devices, the
critical conditions for existence of recirculating flow, a result
that is independent ofRj . The resulting flow structure de-
pends on the shape of the initial coflow velocity profile, but
is independent of the downstream boundary conditions, pro-
vided the confining duct is longer than the resulting recircu-
lating region. The BL analysis also gives the dependence of
the flow scales, e.g., length of recirculating region, onRj .

The characteristic lengthsRja and a will be used as
scales to define the dimensionless axial and radial coordi-
nates, x and r , while the characteristic velocitiesu0

5@Jj /(pr)#1/2/a andn/a will be used as scales for the di-
mensionless axial and radial velocitiesu andv and the char-
acteristic dynamic pressureru0

2 will be employed to scalea!Electronic mail: a.revuelta@ciemat.es
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the pressure differences from the entrance valuep. Use of
these dimensionless variables reduces the BL equations to
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to be integrated with boundary conditions

]u/]r 5v50 at r 50

and

u5v50 at r 51 ~3!

and with initial condition atx50

u5uj~r ! for 0,r ,«

and

u5uc~r ! for «,r ,1. ~4!

Note that, with the scales used, the initial momentum fluxes
of the jet and of the coflow must satisfy*0

«2ru j
2dr51 and

*«
12ruc

2dr5C25Jc /Jj . Problems~1!–~4! can be integrated
for given values of« and C and for different shapes of the
initial velocity distributions. In particular, the streamlines
shown in Fig. 1 correspond to«50.07 andC50.3 with uni-
form velocity profilesuj5«21 and uc /C5(12«2)21/2, a
case for which a robust toroidal vortex is formed. As in the
rest of the integrations presented below, a pseudotransient
finite-volume scheme was used to integrate the BL equations.

The problem simplifies further when, as typically occurs
in many applications, the value of« is small. To provide a
coflow momentum fluxJc;Jj , the velocity at the jet exituj

must be a factor«21 larger thanuc;u0 . Despite this large
velocity, the associated jet volume flux becomes a factor«
smaller than that of the coflow, so that the jet behaves in the
first approximation as a point source of momentum with neg-
ligible volume flux. Initially, the jet develops over a distance
of order x;«!1 as a free jet discharging into a stagnant
atmosphere, approaching for distancesx in the range«!x
!1 the self-similar Schlichting solution6 u53/(8x)@1
1(3/64)(r /x)2#22 independent of the shape of the initial
velocity profileuj . This solution must be supplemented with
the solution emerging in the coflow stream at small distances
«!x!1, which will be obtained below for two limiting

cases of practical interest: the initial uniform profileuc5C
and the fully developed profileuc5)C(12r 2).

With uniform coflow, the solution in the outer stream
at distances «!x!1 posseses a uniform-velocity
core where u5C(11K1x1/21K2x1¯) and dp/dx
52C2@(K1/2)x21/21(K1

2/21K2)1¯#, with K1 ,K2 , ¯
being constants that depend on the combined effect of the
constant entrainment raterv524 at the axis associated with
Schlichting solution and of the boundary layer of character-
istic thicknessx1/2 that develops on the outer wall, with the
latter being the dominant effect. As in the case of the entry
flow in a circular pipe7 discussed by Atkinson and Goldstein
in Ref. 8, the solution for the boundary layer requires the
introduction of an expansion c52C@(C/x)1/2f 1(h)
1C/x f2(h)1 . . . # for the stream function, whereh
5(C/x)1/2(12r 2)/4 is the appropriate local coordinate. The
solution for f 1 , which corresponds to the Blasius boundary
layer over a flat plate,9 determines the value ofK153.4415
when overall constant volume flux is imposed.7 The constant
K25217.0961, on the other hand, needs to account for the
following correctionf 2 in the wall boundary layer, and also
for the fluid volume28px entrained by the jet. Combining
the uniform core, the boundary layer and the jet yields
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as a composite expansion for the velocity distribution, where
the dot˙ denotes differentiation with respect toh.

The solution is different for developed coflowuc

5)C(12r 2), when changes in the outer stream are driven
by the jet entrainment, leading for«!x!1 to a solution of
the form u5)C(12r 2)28x1¯ , rv524(12r 2)1¯ ,
and dp/dx524)C1()C/2)1/3Px1/31•, where the con-
stant P is determined by matching this outer solution with
the boundary layer, of characteristic thicknessx21/3, that
develops on the wall. Within this boundady layer, the
velocity can be expressed asu54()C/2)2/3jx1/3

22()C/2)1/3j2x2/31 f 8x1¯ and rv5()C/2)21/3(4 f /3
2j f 8/3)x1/31¯ in terms of the rescaled stream function
f (j), with the prime8 denoting differentiation with respect
to the boundary-layer coordinatej5()C/2)1/3(12r )/x1/3.
The solution reduces to that of integratingf-14j2f 9/3
216j f 8/3116f /35P with boundary conditions f (0)
5 f 8(0)5 f 8(`)1850, a problem that determines in par-
ticular the value ofP517.528. At the order calculated here,
the composite expansion

u5
3
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1)C~12r 2!1 f 8x, ~6!

represents uniformly the velocity distribution for«!x!1.
Hence, the limit of large jet Reynolds numbersRj@1

and large expansion ratios«!1 reduces the problem in the
first approximation to that of integrating~1! and ~2! with
boundary conditions~3! and with the initial conditions given
in ~4! replaced in the integrations with the profiles~5! ~uni-
form coflow! or ~6! ~fully developed coflow! evaluated atx
!1. As anticipated above, the Craya–Curtet numberC
emerges as the single governing parameter, which was varied

FIG. 1. The Craya–Curtet configuration studied here with the streamlines
obtained from integration of~1!–~4! for «50.07 andC50.3.
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in the integrations, giving the results of Figs. 2–4. Figure 2
shows the streamlines determined numerically with uniform
coflow for five different Craya–Curtet numbers. The toroidal
eddy arising forC,Cc , with Cc50.65 for uniform coflow
andCc50.77 for fully developed coflow, is clearly observed
in the plots. To enable comparisons with the experimental
results discussed below, the radial and axial coordinates are
displayed in their dimensional forma r andRj a x, with the
values ofRj535 anda520 mm corresponding to the ex-
perimental conditions.

To characterize the recirculating flow, the locations at
which the dividing streamline intersects the wall are given as
a function ofC in Fig. 3, which also shows the maximum
value of the stream functionc within the vortex, withc
defined in the usual manner andc50 on the wall. As can be
seen, the length of the vortex and the volume flux of recir-
culating fluid, measured bycmax, decrease asCc is ap-
proached. The curves indicate in particular that forC*0.6
the fluid trapped in the recirculating eddy, still of nonnegli-
gible size, is nearly stagnant.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of pressure downstream
from the jet exit as obtained for parabolic coflow. As can be
seen, the pressure gradient increases from the initial value

dp/dx524)C to reach a maximum near the center of the
recirculating region, and then decreases to recover the same
valuedp/dx524)C sufficiently far downstream. As a re-
sult, the pressure increases from the entrance value to reach a
maximum and then decreases linearly in the final Poiseuille
region. The results are similar with uniform coflow, with
differences being more noticeable near the entrance, where
dp/dx}x21/2. Note that the type of results given in Fig. 4
are of interest when the jet is used as an ejector system, with

FIG. 2. Streamlines obtained by numerical integration of the boundary-layer
equations for«50 ~upper half of each plot! and by laser induced fluores-
cence~lower half of each plot!.

FIG. 3. The variation withC of the upstream and downstream ends of the
recirculation region and of the maximum value of the stream function with
uniform and parabolic coflow; the dashed lines are the results with parabolic
coflow represented in terms ofC* .

FIG. 4. The variation withx of the pressure gradient~solid lines! and of the
pressure difference from the entrance value~dashed lines! for differentC as
obtained from numerical integrations with initial parabolic coflow.
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the curvesp(x) relating the pressure jump, the duct length,
and the momentum flux of the inner jet with the resulting
coflow.

As seen in the comparison of Fig. 3, the flow structure
depends on the velocity distribution in the coflow. When
parabolic coflow is considered, the existence of relatively
small velocities in the vicinity ofr 51 clearly facilitates the
appearance of reverse flow for a largerCc . Use of an alter-
native governing parameter,C* , incorporating the influence
of the nonuniform coflow momentum distribution, may re-
duce this dependence. Among the different possibilities, one
may for instance use the coflow volume fluxQc to define
C* 5@Qc /(Apa)#/(Jj /r)1/2 as the ratio of the characteristic
coflow velocity Qc /(pa2) to the characteristic velocityu0

5(Jj /rp)1/2/a. This alternative definition yieldsC* 5C for
uniform coflow andC* 5)C/2 for parabolic coflow, so that
in terms ofC* criticality is achieved atCc* .0.65 for uni-
form coflow and atCc* .0.67 for parabolic coflow. Also re-
markable is the agreement observed in Fig. 3 when the re-
sults of the parabolic coflow are represented in terms ofC* .

To validate the BL results given above, experiments
were performed for moderately large values ofRj and«21.
A water jet was injected through a hypodermic vertical
needle of inner radius equal to«a50.597 mm into a coaxial
water stream confined by a cylindrical glass duct of radius
a520 mm («'0.03). The flow rates were accurately con-
trolled by separate flowmeters provided with high-precision
valves. Constant-head water supplies were employed to
avoid pressure fluctuations in the feeding lines. To visualize
the streamlines, the coflow stream was seeded with neutrally
buoyant particles of mean diameter equal to 5mm. A 2 W
argon–ion laser source was employed to produce a laser
sheet using a cylindrical lens. The light scattered by the par-
ticles was captured with a charge coupled device camera and
digitally enhanced afterwards, producing the images shown
in Fig. 2. Streamlines are clearly visible in regions of suffi-
ciently large velocity, whereas in the vicinity of the wall and
also within the toroidal vortex for 0,Cc2C!1, where the
flow is nearly stagnant, the existence of still standing par-
ticles results in a grainy region. For the experimental results
reported here, the Reynolds number of the jet was main-
tained at the constant valueRj535, while the coflow was
reduced to obtain decreasing values ofC. Recirculation was
first observed forCc50.68, a value slightly above that pre-
dicted by the BL calculation. For smaller values ofC both
the length and the width of the recirculating region are seen
to increase, in agreement with the numerical results. The
discrepancy inCc results in larger differences in flow struc-
ture in comparisons forC50.68 andC50.54, with no re-
verse flow appearing in the numerical results forC50.68
and with the recirculating region determined experimentally
for C50.54 being larger and located upstream from that de-
termined numerically. Much better agreement is observed in

the plots forC50.40, C50.28, andC50.17. It can be ex-
pected that the accuracy of the BL approximation would im-
prove for largerRj , a point supported by comparisons with
integrations of the complete Navier–Stokes equations com-
puted in Ref. 5 for confined jets with no coflow. Neverthe-
less, considering the moderate values of the parametersRj

535 and«21.34.8 used in the experiment, the comparisons
of Fig. 2 are sufficiently satisfactory, and demonstrate the
applicability of the BL approximation combined with the
limit «50 to describe laminar Craya–Curtet jets with finite
Reynolds number and finite expansion ratios.

It is worth mentioning that the boundary-layer computa-
tion given above also applies to turbulent Craya–Curtet jets,
when use is made of a constant turbulent viscositynT to
model turbulent stresses. The valueCc50.65 determined
with this simple Boussinesq approach agrees reasonably well
with the valueCc.0.75 obtained experimentally10 for turbu-
lent confined jets with uniform coflow and«!1. In using
this approximation, it seems appropriate to select for the con-
stant turbulent viscosity the valuenT50.0316@Jj /(pr)#1/2

for which the associated Schlichting solution matches the
spreading angle measured experimentally for a free turbulent
jet.11 Note that the apparent Reynolds number based on the
turbulent viscosity becomesRj5@Jj /(pr)#1/2/nT531.62, so
that in this approximation the streamlines given in Fig. 2 for
Rj535 represent approximately the mean motion of turbu-
lent Craya–Curtet jets.
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